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This Pilot Novel is a remarkable story of the courage and dedication of a push pilot!Arriving in
Alaska, the author began his job in Cantwell, where he ferried mining equipment and supplies
from the railroad to the placer mining operation. On many trips, he had to make use of painfully
short landing fields, with one measuring less than 700 feet. He spent one year in Cantwell,
learning much about flying in Alaska.The author's next job was even more challenging. He was
the first pilot to fly a winter airmail route from Anchorage to Bristol Bay, flying for McGee Airways.
Until 1935, mail to remote villages had been delivered by a dog team...With a dozen friends, he
started Bering Sea Airways. He was chief - and only - a pilot for the small outfit, flying a brand
new Waco he purchased in Seattle.He describes the thrills and horrors of flying without the
benefit of radio, weather reports, or flight instruments, relying on his knowledge of landmarks
and the lay of the land. Often the villages were hard to spot because they were so covered with
drifting snow. He encountered the famous woolies of the Aleutians - winds he claimed, that
rivaled small tornadoes - which were a danger to his small plane even if it was grounded, when
they would hit us with a bang and lift us off the ground and drop us with a thud...The author was
one of the first pilots in Alaska to install radio equipment on his plane. The radio came in handy
the first time he had it long - before it had even been installed - when he was able to radio for
help after his plane went down on an island lake in Prince William Sound.Those interested in
aviation history and the challenges faced by native and early settlers in Alaska will find this book
extremely useful and enjoyable reading.

"Suspenseful and deeply felt, The Last Story of Mina Lee begins when Margot Lee discovers her
mother's death before reeling back in time to explore the secrets that divided Mina and Margot--
as well as those that bound them together. Nancy Jooyoun Kim's debut artfully explores a
diverse range of immigrant experiences, the meaning of family and home, and the nature of
language--how it can be an ocean that divides, or a bridge that connects. In the process, The
Last Story of Mina Lee raises questions about the reality of the American dream and illuminates
stories that often go untold, in life as well as fiction." -- Chloe Benjamin, New York Times
bestselling author of The Immortalists "The Last Story of Mina Lee is a fierce, gripping call to
love and memory. Nancy Jooyoun Kim has written a beautiful debut novel that is unafraid to
delve into the scary, deeply vulnerable places of our hearts. It's a riveting dance between mother
and daughter, moving fluidly back and forth through time, documenting the quiet traumas that
can divide generations. Tremendously readable, The Last Story of Mina Lee is a real page-turner
and Nancy Jooyoun Kim is a knockout." -- Kristen Arnett, New York Times bestselling author of
Mostly Dead Things "Haunting and heartbreaking, troubled threads between a mother and
daughter blend together in a delicate and rich weave... With both sadness and beauty, [Kim]



describes grief, regret, loss, and the feeling of being left behind. Fans of Amy Tan and Kristin
Hannah will love Kim's brilliant debut." -- Booklist, STARRED review "In her stunning debut,
Nancy Jooyoun Kim weaves together two poignant story lines: Mina Lee, an immigrant flees
tragedy in Korea for a new start in Southern California. When she mysteriously dies, her
American-born daughter, Margot, seeks out the truth of what happened. Gripping and gritty, The
Last Story of Mina Lee is a story of their yearning, their struggle, and the enduring mystery of
family. Unforgettable." -- Vanessa Hua, author of A River of Stars and Deceit and Other
Possibilities "Nancy Jooyoun Kim writes with brilliant exactitude about the anxious topographies
of being a mother and a daughter, and the choices that lead to migration. The Last Story of Mina
Lee is a confident and gripping account of where families bury secrets and what happens when
you dig." -- Ingrid Rojas Contreras, author of Fruit of the Drunken TreeAbout the AuthorBorn and
raised in Los Angeles, Nancy Jooyoun Kim is a graduate of UCLA and the University of
Washington, Seattle. Her essays and short fiction have appeared in the Los Angeles Review of
Books, Guernica, NPR/PRIs Selected Shorts, The Rumpus, Electric Literature, Asian American
Writers Workshops The Margins, The Offing, and elsewhere. The Last Story of Mina Lee is her
first novel.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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INTRODUCTIONEleanor Jackson, noted creator and 1930s evangelist to Alaska, depicted Roy
Dickson as “a bold bramble pilot.” To help her portrayal, she point by point an excursion her
better half had taken with Roy from Anchorage to the rough Southwestern area of Alaska.
Macintosh, a minister evangelist, had planned his first visit to new chapels in Aleknagik and the
Bristol Bay region in the fall of the year. Eleanor had stuffed their snacks and watched“as the
small plane vanished into the fogs of the obscure ...”“The plane course took them along the
natural Cook Inlet then through misleading Merrill Pass, and along lower landscape to
Dillingham. The country they would fly over was the absolute generally remote, desolate, and
unavailable in Alaska.“A solid tail wind blowing through the pass sped up the little specialty to
200 miles 60 minutes. There were not many instruments in the planes back then, and route
helps were practically nonexistent. Bramble pilots flew, as they regularly said, ‘without much
forethought.’ Passes through the mountain ranges filled in as ways to segments of the Alaskan
hinterland, since the high edges hindered the little planes from flying over them.“Macintosh
shivered as he watched Roy string the plane through the pass. Every downdraft jostled his
stomach, yet he attempted to fail to remember the risk by focusing on the mountain landscape
that appeared to lie just past the wingtips of the plane. He looked over at Roy and saw a restless
look on his until now unconcerned face. “‘Is everything OK?’ Mac shaped the words that
repeated his sentiments. “Roy gestured his consent and pointed his thumb at the thermometer
right external his window. Macintosh saw that it was falling and that ice was shaping on the
wings. The expanded load of this feared drifter could over-burden their plane and prompt it to
crash on the barbed edges below.Turning around in this tight slice in the mountains was an
impossibility.“Tension grasped Mac as he peered down, expecting to see an arrival place. Later
a short span that appeared to be an unfathomable length of time, he asked that God would
mediate. Again he checked out Roy and saw that his face was unwinding. Roy gestured toward
the thermometer and Mac saw it rising. Before long theyabandoned the perilous pass and
moved into more secure air. “Later a short stop at a segregated town, the two took off for
Dillingham and were welcomed there by tough trailblazers with their canine groups and
sleds ...”Mac Jackson always remembered his five-hour plane outing with Roy. Albeit the
Jacksons had numerous strange encounters as Depression-time evangelists to Alaska, this
excursion turned into a piece of Eleanor’s book Alaskan Adventure very nearly fifty years later.To
Roy, this was not an uncommon outing, yet rather some portion of a shrubbery pilot’s “day’s
worth of effort.” He dropped Pastor Jackson off for his drawn out recovery visit and approached
his tasks for other bramble clients. Frequently when he arrived in a far off town, school was
excused and everybody came out to meet him. Supplies, mail and messages were conveyed
and acknowledged for the bring trip back. Individuals in distant locales depended on the shrub
pilot as their essential contact with the outside world.Roy Dickson was our dad. During his
shrubbery flying years, his days at home were not many. Luckily, our mom recorded a first-
individual record of large numbers of his flying undertakings. We have chosen to share these
accounts. On the whole, we should venture back on schedule to 1928.What could be more



great, Roy thought, as he read the advertisement: “Figure out how to Fly the Rankin Way” from
Rankin School of Flying in Portland, Oregon.The circumstance couldn’t have been more
perfect.The Dicksons were at that point making courses of action to move to Portland from the
little town of Halfway in Baker County, Oregon, where Roy and his significant other, Ethel, had
set up a sheep farm. Since settling there in 1923 as love birds, Ethel had been the secondary
school math and science educator. Both had buckled down however felt totally debilitated when
fire obliterated their new sheds. They had chosen to move when practical.As the school year
finished and Ethel completed her work, Roy observed all distributions for profession openings.
By a long shot the most fascinating advertisement envisioned“Tex” Rankin with the recognizable
flying goggles pushed high on his brow. Most everybody in the Pacific Northwest who had even
the smallest interest in flying had known about Tex or seen his aeronautical performances. Roy
and Ethel had met at Whitman College in Walla Walla, Washington, where he initially knew
about the Rankin School when it opened there in 1920. How charmed Roy was to discover that
Rankin Flying Service and School of Flying was currently settled in the Portland-Vancouver
area.Roy longed for flying from the second he saw his first plane. He often thought, had he been
somewhat more established, he may have figured out how to fly during World War I. Here was
his chance to prepare under somebody amazingly qualified.He sent his application promptly
and was acknowledged. He could barely hold on to finish the move so he could answer to
Rankin Airport and start the“most ridiculously complete flying course offered anyplace.” Ethel
was somewhat troubled yet appeared to comprehend his enthusiasm.The School satisfied all
hopes. Tex Rankin had made specific his school was a fantastic spot to figure out how to fly.
Lieut. Cmdr. Basil B. Smith, previous ground educator at Boston Tech, was director of the ground
school. All planes and educators were authorized by the U.S. Division of Commerce. There was
a lot to find out with regards to flight hypothesis, route and mechanics. Every understudy needed
to comprehend these ideas as the genuine flying began.The school had grown out of past
offices and moved to the new Swan Island Airport at Portland. This was a transitory area; Tex
had rented land for new central command, which were under development among Portland and
the Columbia River. Roy felt lucky to start preparing at Swan Island and to continue on to the
new Rankin Field on Union Avenue.Roy’s performance trip in a Waco 10 bi-plane provided him
with an awesome sensation of achievement. Accepting his testament in 1929, trailed by his
business permit, verified he had observed the vocation he should follow.But the time had
additionally shown up to consider“bread and butter.” Roy and Louis Cleaver, an individual
Rankin graduate, purchased their own Curtiss JN 4D (the authority name for the Jenny) and
started traveling all around the Northwest. They realized their plane should be utilized in all
potential ways if they somehow managed to get by. Contacts at a trouping occasion regularly
brought about contract work.One sanction included taking a traveler to Baker City, Oregon. In
transit through the Blue Mountains, Roy unintentionally hit a bird, breakingthe wooden propeller.
The vibration of the out-of-balance propellor yanked the motor right out of the plane. Roy arrived
on a railroad track, got out, dismantled the wings, and eliminated the body of the plane from the



tracks. Fortunately, a moving toward train quit, empowering them to stack the dismantled plane.
Roy and the traveler bounced on board for the excursion back to Portland. Later fix, the
excursion to Baker City started once more. In any case, the costs essentially counterbalanced
any profit.Another innovative idea was to fly beautiful, fresh fish to Eastern Oregon. Roy and
Louis were confident of finding eager buyers for such a delicacy. Unfortunately, their potential
customers had no taste for the ocean catch; but luckily, a local convent needed fish for their
Friday dining. With a sigh of relief, they vowed not to repeat that risky venture. Meanwhile, Tex
Rankin and his organization continued planning activities to promote aviation. Tex made the first
nonstop solo flight from Canada to Mexico in 1929. The same year he set a world record by
performing nineteen consecutive outside loops over Portland. He proved inspirational to his
alumni and the general public as well.By the fall of 1930, flight contest was sharp and cash
scant. But along came surprising family news: the Dicksons’ firstborn was predicted to arrive
July 4, 1931. “Goodness, no!” came Roy’s alarmed reaction. “I can’t be home on Independence
Day—the greatest traveling day of the year!” Fortunately, Dorothy showed up on July 3. On the
evening of July 4, Roy flew a plane over the Portland Rose Festival march. The midsection of the
plane was enlivened with a neon rose. Neon signs were a fairly new creation, and the plane was
weighty with dry cell batteries for the light. It was an effective publicizing task for Claude Neon
Signs, and paid the specialist’s bill. “Father’s occupation” on the birth endorsement was
recorded as “Pilot—Free Lance.” One independent task included preparing Chinese flying
understudies, who were to get back to fly for Chiang Kai-Shek’s National government. An
amicable gathering, they paid an unexpected visit to Ethel and child at Emmanuel Hospital and
introduced an endowment of a perfectly weaved silk kimono. In spite of the fact that preparation
understudies required a lot of tolerance, these colleagues caused Roy to have a decent outlook
on his efforts. Along with joy about their fresh introduction came more noteworthy worries about
pay. The avionics business in Washington and Oregon washeaded off course. Joblessness was
far reaching, and individuals were spending just for necessities. The jokes portraying demise
from starvation as one of the risks of flying were sounding substantially less amusing.Ethel had
expected a long-lasting showing position in Portland however observed her application
dismissed in light of the fact that she had a spouse who could apparently uphold her. She had
turned into an alumni colleague at Reed College in return for educational cost rather than a
salary.Fortunately, Roy had a few contacts in Idaho. Whenever the chance came to deal with the
City Airport at Lewiston in September 1932, they pressed and moved.With very tough territory
and scarcely any streets, Idaho appeared to be practically uniquely designed for flying. The
Columbia River had become traversable to Lewiston in light of a trench assembled years sooner.
The state had an abundance of wood, mineral assets and ripe homesteads, large numbers of
which were situated on confined plateaus.Besides air terminal administration, Roy went into an
association, working a sanction and understudy preparing administration as “Dickson and
Christenson.” what’s more, they fostered a gold mining property on the Salmon River, available
exclusively via airplane.In 1933 the Dicksons became eager guardians again. On August 29,



well in front of the“assessed season of appearance,” the child appeared to be coming on the
double. Fortunately, Roy was at home and called a taxi. Adequately sure, Roy, Jr. was brought
into the world in the taxi while heading to the emergency clinic. He made the Lewiston Morning
Tribune with the feature“PILOT’S SON MAKES FORCED LANDING!”The Idaho experience filled
in as a prologue to bramble flying and later turned into Roy’s venturing stone to Alaska.We trust
you will partake in his undertakings as they unfurl in thepages ahead. Roy S. Dickson, Jr. what’s
more Dorothy Dickson McLarenCHAPTER IThe Call of the North - Early1934I, Roy Dickson a —
33-year-old pilot with some of years’ experience as traveler, teacher and sanction administrator
—loosened up from all ties in the States, took my B-1 Ryan and traveled north. A freighting
contract, endorsed by officials of the Alaska Exploration and Mining Company, fit conveniently in
my pocket.When drawn closer by the Alaska mining administrators, I ran the Lewiston, Idaho,
Airport and had my own understudy and sanction business. The digging organization promotion
searched for somebody with experience in rough landscape. After seeing my adventures in
serving the mines of the Sawtooth Range and the Salmon River country, they felt I qualified as
their man.When the diGgeRs found neither streets nor traversable water entering the Salmon
River Gorge, I stacked my plane with their weighty mining gear and arrived on rock bars in the
ravines. My accomplishment turned into a significant leap forward for the placer (frigid store
containing particles of important minerals, particularly gold) diggers. R. G. Bailey, the district
student of history, noticed the occasion as whenever a plane first had arrived in the chasm.
Once in the past, the excavators persevered through five hard days by pack donkey. Broadcast
appointment from Lewiston required just a single hour and 15 minutes.It didn’t take me long to
decide on tolerating their recommendation. I had been longing for Alaska—where you didn’t
need to sell individuals on flying and where clients were able to pay something for your
experience and capacity. Be that as it may, my companion Hans Mirow, who flew out of Nome,
had prompted me not to come North without a task. In spite of the fact that progressing
admirably, he had spent a generous aggregate before at long last getting established.Flying
demonstrated less and less beneficial in the States back then. Flight experienced extraordinary
difficulties during the Depression. There had been a lot of excitement for flying, especially later
Lindbergh’s memorable trip in 1927. But the Depression had stifled many dreams. Regularly,
pilots who had put their life’s investment funds in the flying game, were constrained out of
business. Portland, Oregon, had initially been my flying base camp. I had figured out how to fly at
the Tex Rankin School there. Difficult situations had made me head for the hinterland. In Idaho I
applied a lot of exertion cutting out a little flying business of my own. I hyped up avionics to
traders and organic product cultivators, gathered together end of the week outings and hunting
and fishing stumbles into the mountains, flew in fairs and festivities and developed the
understudy business.Despite some achievement, I was somewhat worn out on battling with the
proverbialwolf that stuck around so many of our entryways in the mid thirties. Many banks had
shut throughout the colder time of year and a few group who owed me had been not able to
settle up. Then, just as my books had begun to show a nice profit, a student nosed over the



training plane. The Alaskan recommendation, I thought, guaranteed greater security for me as
well as my family. The Frozen North required avionics on account of its tremendous size and
absence of a satisfactory transportation organization. Ideally, their plentiful normal assets would
help pay my wage.Tex Rankin had prepared every one of his understudies as trick pilots. As
indicated by Tex, a pilot should know how to deal with any issue a plane may experience, from
slow down to turn. I had utilized my preparation in traveling, and thought that it is incredibly
useful in some tough Idaho circumstances. I suspected those procedures would likewise come
in exceptionally convenient in Alaska.I decided to take my biggest and best plane with me. I had
bought the Ryan a couple of months sooner for $1,000 to give a bigger boat to freighting and
contract work. The plane had barely been flown, was just two years of age, and had initially cost
$11,500. It seemed ideal for the errands that lay ahead.The mining organization authorities
started surging me to leave for Alaska when we completed our arrangements. They permitted a
couple of days to set my own issues up. Luckily, I had the option to offer my advantage in the
flying assistance to Fred Zimmerly, who had insight as co-administrator of Zimmerly Bros. Air
Transport. The surge of the North nation was at that point upon me. Surge was to be my
watchword as a hedge pilot for a decent numerous years. All of this hurrying around appeared to
be an uncommon wine to me. A serious swashbuckler, I had never resided longer than five years
in any one spot. Conceived a Texan, I turned into a fretful soul, who never appeared to stop any
spot extremely long however appreciated making an imprint at each destination.After settling on
the choice to go North, everything appeared to fall intoplace impeccably. Sam Bell, my confided
in technician, had chosen to join up with me and go with me on the new pursuit. Sam was an
Idaho kid who had grown up around mining camps. He had taken in an extraordinary
arrangement about mining hardware and wanted to stick around the air terminal and help with
the planes. With blue eyes and unusual light hair, he demonstrated agreeable just as helpful. We
had made a decent many outings together into the mines and piles of Idaho.Sam and I left the
runway at Lewiston on our goodbye trip in March 1934. We loaded the plane with our baggage
and apparatuses in addition to a freight of nursery hardware. Not long after our takeoff, my
significant other wanted to venture out to Portland, by rail, with our two little kids. We had
companions who might assist her with building up a brief home there. A little red tricycle bested
the heap. Our conveying these things would assist my young family with having things when
boarding the train from Lewiston.Dad Bacon’s SHop at Pearson FieLd, Vancouver, Washington,
turned into our nearby objective. I needed to have an extremely exceptional pair of skis made for
the Ryan there, as I comprehended our first departures and arrivals in Alaska would be on skis.
While at the shop, I wanted to have the Ryan placed into five star shape inside and out. H.
L.“Father” Bacon ran the air terminal as well as had set up a school for mechanics and an
unprecedented auto shop. His group could assemble or fix any part or embellishment for
whatever plane came their way.Soon later our appearance in Vancouver, the family shown up in
Portland, Oregon, directly across the Columbia River. We had a few days together while the boat
was being prepared, and I saw the family securely settled before Sam and I jumped off for



Seattle. Our goodbye party, given by companions, demonstrated a major achievement, yet fun
loving comments about never seeing me again didn’t assist with my dedicated spouse, Ethel.
She seemed somewhat uneasy with regards to this entire endeavor. The obscure future had
hosed her spirits a bit.I had extraordinary trust in the new position and vowed to fix a spot for the
family straightaway. Ethel vowed to get ready for a move North on short notice.CHAPTER
IIDestination CantwellCantwell, Alaska, our final location, showed up on a guide given by the
mining organization. The organization had likewise sent some moving pictures showing the town
and the extensive placer and hardrock mining tasks in this gold mining region, known as the
Broad Pass country. The Alaska Railroad crossed the pass on the way from Seward to
Fairbanks, which made the town an advantageous stop for dumping cargo for the mines.I hadn’t
expected any difficulty in arriving at Cantwell, a bizarre town in an odd region, which started as a
banner stop on the railroad. Sam, in like manner, believed in my capacity. The arrival field
couldn’t be any more limited or the methodologies any more awful than in different spots we had
been together.Our last guidelines and letters of acquaintance were with come from a mining
organization delegate who might meet us in Seattle. The long excursion to Cantwell started with
our flying the Ryan from Portland to Seattle on Thursday, April 5, 1934.Preparations in
SeattleSeattle, Washington, the large, bustling seaport lying on Puget Sound is regularly alluded
to as the“Doorway toward the North.” Protected from the Pacific Ocean by forest area toward the
west and by Vancouver Island toward the north, it is the southern start of the acclaimed Inside
Passage to Alaska. Exchange with the North is one of the area’s imperative resources.I had
been in Seattle commonly. As we flew in on this late-winter morning, the city appeared to be
more excellent than any other time. I was again intrigued by an uneven neighborhood with all
around kept yards and splendidly shaded blossoms, the University of Washington grounds and
Lake Washington. Be that as it may, Sam saw only the tall, swarmed business area and colossal,
uproarious waterfront. That multitude of large boats. All that apparatus. How not quite the same
as the unassuming communities in Idaho. I trusted he didn’t feel yearning to go home
already.We had chosen to ship our plane by steamship to Seward, Alaska. This would kill any
stresses over climate or landing conditions in transit. As needs be, we made courses of action to
have the plane destroyed and ready for shipment. The wing and tail surfaces must be
painstakingly crated. The Ryan’s long, single wing didn’t fall apart in the center, making crating
substantially more than a little work. As the undertaking arrived at fulfillment, we set out toward
the dock to load up the SS Alaska, bags close by, no an ideal opportunity to spare. An incredible
rush came, seeing the winchman swing the fuselage of the Ryanthrough the air and delicately
put her down on the afterdeck of the SS Alaska, where she stood covered with material and was
made fast. Little work vehicle trains stacked with things and express shot to a great extent on the
dock, scarcely missing us on occasion. Taxis showed up with last-minute travelers. As we moved
on board, the skipper remained by the gangplank.Sam remained close to me as the boat’s
whistle let out an abrupt, profound roar. Team individuals pulled up the gangplank and cast away
the lines. The wash of the propwash on the heaping let us know we were on our way.As Seattle



blurred from sight, I blended with the individual travelers ready and had a feeling of entering an
energizing new world. Aboard the SS AlaskaThe SS Alaska, one of an armada of boats claimed
by the Alaska Steamship Company, had a relocation of 7,450 tons, estimated 366 feet long with
an expansiveness of 49 feet. She seemed strong and quick. The officials and stewards were
slick and effective. Our first experience on a sea liner gave us an appreciation for the term
transport shape.We found our lodge and unloaded our gear. We were on the upper deck, port
side, mostly down the forward line of lodges. The lodge had two implicit bunks, one on the other.
Clean towels loomed over the washbowl. A most tasty looking bowl of new organic product sat
on a close by rack, with a container of crisp drinking water and a few glasses. A since a long time
ago upholstered seat ran the length of the lodge on the divider inverse the bunks. Our room
steward went along and adhered his head in to check whether everything met with our
approval.We cleaned up a little and went down onto the lower deck, where every one of the five
star travelers had accumulated in the cantina. Additional enormous windows managed the cost
of an astounding perspective on the Inside Passage as we moved along.Comfortable huge
seats and tables, which could be pushed back for moving in the evening, were dissipated over
the plentiful room. The cantina looked like the entryway of a fine hotel.The SS Alaska, chockful
of Alaskans getting back later winter excursions and excursions for work embodied the
yearly“Spring Rush” North. The traveler list included cannery men on the way to prepared their
plants, mining administrators with gear and staff, and dealers just as mobile salesmen.For some,
it contrasted with a major family gathering. The greater part of the travelers appeared to know
each other. Shockingly, they additionally had some awareness of us; our accurate objective, the
organization we would work for, just as the space’s mining history. What a prologue to the
accommodation and cordiality of the residents of Alaska. During the journey, I acquired a lot of
important data from chatting with these tough people.Traveling the Inside Passage to Alaska
gave amazing view. We were incredibly near shore and in spots could nearly make an authentic
connection with the rough shakes, which sadly for the team, made route very difficult.Ketchikan,
Wrangell, Juneau and Skagway were all ports of call. Interesting towns they were, swarmed
between rough mountains. Waterfronts highlighted high pilings finished off with board planking.
The smell of the tideflats saturated the air. “This truly isn’t Alaska,” trusted one old sourdough
(endured Alaskan). “It’s simply suburbia of Seattle."West of Juneau, Sam and I noticed
Mendenhall Glacier, the main enormous glacial mass we had seen. The Glacier broadened a
few miles along the shore, was a few hundred feet thick and released huge loads of ice day by
day as it moved into the sound. Our boat pulled in very close and blew its whistle. A few
additional huge loads of ice, slackened by the vibration, came tumbling and colliding with the
water.Moving along, we adjusted Cape Spencer, left the assurance of the Inside Passage, and
set out toward the vast ocean of the Gulf of Alaska.Early in our journey, the central subject of
discussion had been the Gulf of Alaska and odds of an unpleasant intersection. All things
considered, our climate demonstrated awesome. The Gulf lay before us as smooth as a
millpond. A particular vibration, brought about by the beat of her twin screws, made the main



token of forward movement on the SS Alaska.All travelers appeared to be incredibly eased at
the charming intersection. They lounged around reviewing previous intersections where almost
everybody on board became bedfast the whole time. For nearly 36 hours, the ocean had
become so harsh no cooking should be possible. The“unpleasant ocean menu” of bubbled
eggs, wafers and dried hamburger, had fulfilled the rare sorts of people who could eat.A
fascinating story, told by a tall Welsh steward with a sharp voice, concerned the time a lounge
area table came free from the floor during an abnormally harsh intersection. The team attempted
to grasp the table, yet each time the boat rolled, the weighty table would slide the alternate way,
sending everybody scrambling for wellbeing. The rowdy table banged around for a long while,
almost destroying the lounge area before team individuals could tie down it to the deck. The tree
line seemed lower every day as we voyaged north. In intersection the Gulf of Alaska, we started
cruising practically due west. The highest points of mountains became bare and snow-covered
at our latitude.We ventured into Prince William Sound and halted at Cordova to dump freight. At
the point when we pulled up to Valdez a flawless scene appeared— steep, tough, frigid
mountains—with delightful fjords and bays. One morning, stepping on deck in showering
precipitation, I observed we were tied upin a little cove. A few supplies were dumped for a little
fishing town. A young lady, in slicker and boots, watched from the close by dock. Wearing pants
and sweater under her downpour dresses and with a sou’wester over her light hair, she
appeared to come from a different universe. I couldn’t resist the urge to think about my daughter
in a treated pinafore, playing on a radiant yard in the States. I considered how our lives would
change.After breakfast, we gathered our sacks and ready to land at our objective, Seward.The
excursion from Seattle had devoured six days. Our charming journey had appeared to be more
similar to three days. Since the team had liability regarding safe appearance of travelers and
freight, we had loose completely.However, we had a hunch our unwinding would end very
soon.Arrival at Seward, AlaskaThe country around Seward looked wild and forlorn from our
deck. In contrast to the ports of Southeastern Alaska, with their scenery of thickly wooded
mountains, Seward lay at the foundation of an enormous uncovered mountain, which rose
suddenly from the ocean. Roads climbed steeply from the dock. Other enormous pinnacles
emerged from Resurrection Bay and transcended to significantly more noteworthy statures.
Mountains overwhelmed the field past. A cold blue cloudiness wrapped the blanketed sentinels
and loaned a demeanor of secret and illusion to the scene.A sharp chill entered the air. Even as
the passengers viewed the landscape, the stewards were stripping the bunks and putting
bundles of laundry on deck. Sacks were gathered at each lodge entryway. In the midst of this
disturbance, our boat slipped discreetly into port. Bringing down of the gangplank flagged action.
As travelers landed, the longshoremen began dumping cargo. Huge trucks of clothing were sent
shorewards to get ready for the following voyage.Taxis hurried this way and that taking
individuals the a few squares to their hotels.Sam and I remained around, in any case, as we
needed to be available for our plane’s dumping. Our arrangements called for collecting her here
and flying inland. Once brought down onto the dock, work on the Ryan began.The Alaska



Railroad ran from Seward to Anchorage and on north to Fairbanks. The train would stack cargo
from the week by week steamship and leave the following morning for focuses north. The
lodgings had loaded up with ourfellow passengers who would board the train north the next day.
Sam and I barely found a room. As we registered, the desk clerk announced, "Someone has
been trying to call you from Anchorage, Mr. Dickson."I promptly reached out to the Anchorage
administrator and was soon talking to Fred Parsons of the Parsons Hotel in Anchorage. Our
mining superintendent had stopped at the hotel and asked him to watch for us. Mr. Parsons had
access to the passenger list, which came by radio as soon as our ship left Seattle. He called to
offer assistance.I expected to talk with somebody from Anchorage in regards to ground
conditions. He depicted profound snow on the ground. I had expected to find snow at Seward,
but instead found the airport completely bare. I wanted wheels to take off at Seward yet could
just land with skis at Anchorage. No transitional landing focuses existed. Unexpectedly, it came
to me that I would be advised to hustle down to the terminal and organize to stack our plane on
certain flatcars for gathering in Anchorage. If not, we’d be abandoned in Seward. Shockingly, the
railroad was familiar with taking care of planes, as neighborhood conditions frequently neglected
to match objections. Crew members tumbled to work right away. The huge single wing of the
Ryan more than filled a whole flatcar. The fuselage filled another. We had everything stacked
and prepared before we got some shut eye. Fortunately, we had evaluated the circumstance
rapidly. I started to confront the uncooperative parts of nature in the Northland. We ended up
previously going head to head with the elements. Our following day’s train ride advanced
through rough country to Anchorage. A winding gorge incorporated a large part of the way, with
high mountains on one or the other side. Live ice sheets came directly down to the tracks, which
were trestled for significant length. We could without much of a stretch see the reason why the
Alaska Railroad had required eight years to fabricate and required exorbitant
maintenance.Preparations at Anchorage, AlaskaDespite the absence of snow at Seward, April
actually implied winter at the Anchorage air terminal, which served more spaces of Alaska. I had
never seen such countless planes on skis. Planes on skis were an uncommon sight in the
States, particularly around Portland. My experience planning and utilizing skis on planes in
Idaho guaranteed a benefit. The fine pair of light, waxed base wooden skis, which Dad Bacon’s
Shop had shown up for me, appeared to be great. I felt pretty glad for the Ryan as well, my
absolute best plane, a sister boat to Charles Lindbergh’s popular Spirit of St. Louis.The
shockingly bustling landing strip at Anchorage lay covered with recently dissolving snow. Early
that day, we arose out of the storage with our plane reassembled, and hung tight for a turn at the
runway. A few Stinson airplane charged this way and that, attempting to take off with loads for
the Kuskokwim and Interior focuses. I was unable to keep my eyes off the Ryan.Her silver wings
shined as she stood dazzling in the early morning sun. I felt sure she would show her stuff in the
profound snows of the Broad Pass country where stacked-high cargo anticipated our arrival.
Snatches of discussion from pilots and administrators remaining close to the shelters floated
down to us. “Strange looking outfit,” said one, glancing toward us. “It’ll look queerer yet before he



gets to where he’s going,” scoffed another. “Those skis won’t work in Alaska. You have to have
metal shoes on your skis."The Stinsons continued to thunder. They would acquire speed on the
patches of dissolving snow however would lose speed on the sloppy stretches, and arrive at the
finish of the runway without acquiring take-off speed.I was certain we could take off. At last, we
were permitted a turn at the runway. Envision the mockery about my plane, I thought. All things
considered, Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic; we could without a doubt get to Cantwell!We
maneuvered out and headed down the runway. The waxed-wood ski bottoms slid over the mud
effectively and acquired speed on the snow. Toward the finish of the field we made a general go
to hold speed and to swing once more into the breeze, giving the old J-5 the firearm. Sam had
set the prop for 1800 RPM, and the motor murmured like a feline loaded with fish. We lifted off in
the center of the runway, leaving the pundits with their mouths agape. We had no an ideal
opportunity to brag in any case, just to feel thankful for the viewunfurling before us on such a
completely clear morning. It was sufficient to stun our faculties, and cause simple man to appear
very unimportant.Mount McKinley, with a tuft of blowing snow hanging downwind, told the whole
northern sky and predominated its own Alaska Range, just as the Chugach Range to one side. A
dream in white, she stood, testing us with her overwhelming size and unnerving feeling of
closeness. It appeared we could dive into her side at any moment, in spite of the fact that we
were really somewhere far off. The glare from the frigid scene dazed us—the blue shadows,
hanging glacial masses, and frozen waterways. Persuasively, we took our eyes from the scene
before us. Beneath, the tracks of the Alaska Railroad strung their direction over troublesome
landscape. Neighborhood pilots referred to her as “old fashioned iron compass.” Our guide
excluded many subtleties, so we wanted a supportive landmark. Cantwell, our objective, was on
the railroad not far toward the north. Our long excursion would before long be over.We had
spoken with our base camp and had a depiction of our milestone—a circle of green tidy limbs
set on a clearing behind the general store. The clearing would fill in as an arrival field. The soul of
experience ran high as we hovered over those tracks that morning in April. Sam was pretty much
as invigorated as I was. We approximated our season of landing in Cantwell by taking note of the
velocity and actually taking a look at mileage on the guide. We had voyaged a little north of 153
air miles. Our main concern: we may go past our small objective without remembering it. We
painstakingly distinguished every milestone as we flew along. To begin with, we crossed Knik
Arm and flew along it. Then we cut across to the Susitna River. We recognized Talkeetna where
the Talkeetna River exhausted into the Susitna. The Chulitna River came in above; yet from that
point on, the guide showed no landmarks. We were searching for Broad Pass; nonetheless, it
wasn’t displayed on the guide. We realized we should be close a result of our slipped by time.
The railroad had left the Susitna River a few miles back. We were in a high, level country. The
streams had begun streaming north. Right now we perceived the split between the Yukon and
Susitna watersheds, Sam recognized the circle of tidy limbs. We were seeing the valley of Broad
Pass.Cantwell at LastAs we flew low to review the arrival field, the inviting committee rose up out
of the old general store. On snowshoes they came, mushing along in high spirits.We came in for



an arrival on the exceptionally short field. The methodologies weregreat. As the pLane lost
speed and settled its weight on the delicate snow, we had the option to stop in a lot more limited
distance than I had expected. The airstrip demonstrated more satisFactory than we had
suspected. The bundle from the Cantwell Trading Post drew nearer, drove by John Carlson, the
sole proprietor of each man-made thing in sight. Not far behind followed Mr. F. L. Wagner, one of
the heads of the mining organization, who might deal with the freighting operations.The town of
Cantwell comprised of a bunch of log lodges along the railroad tracks. The height of the town
was a little north of 2,000 feet, contrasted and Anchorage’s rise of 101 feet. We might have
missed it without any problem. A sorry spot, I thought.Stepping cautiously out onto the plane’s
skis, to try not to tumble off into profound snow, I went after my snowshoes and spread them out
before me. Circling my feet through the straps, I advanced to the gathering of men.Sam came
right along behind me.“No cheechako,” said an old Indian. “Him been on snowshoe
previously.” (cheechako alludes to newcomer)If we had fallen on our appearances or remained
on our heads in that snowbank, our renown would have been brought down considerably. Before
leaving the boat, we put on the wing and motor covers, depleted the oil and obstructed the skis
off the ground to hold them back from drawing moistness or freezing down.Finally, we set out
toward the bunch of lodges. They were situated close by the tracks about a quarter mile from the
runway, on fairly lower ground. Two of the log structures were significantly bigger than the others.
Those housed the general store and the roadhouse, or little inn.John Carlson drove us to the
roadhouse. A warm fire consumed in the entryway, and the smell of food saturated the air. The
roadhouse entryway, known as the warm up area, housed twofold decked bunks around its
dividers. A major pot-bellied oven remained in the middle, encircled by seats and card
tables.Bare log radiates were overhead. Suspended from these shafts were a few long posts
with crosspieces. As each man took off boots and external socks and ventured into house
shoes, down came the shaft racks and onto them put in any amount of work, socks, covers and
gloves. The shafts werethen snared back over the rafters. The garments were presently raised,
far removed, and in a warm spot to dry.I was especially dazzled with John Carlson’s
benevolence. He rearranged around through the visitors in his roadhouse. I was told his
rearranging stride came about because of numerous long periods of mushing canine groups on
the path. A natural figure to every one of the early gold camps, he became known as the“Dark
Kid” because of his climate consumed appearance. In years to follow, going over the Territory, I
met numerous sourdoughs who had mushed, mined, caught and lived with John Carlson. He
had not many adversaries. The cook had a few partners who were known as bull cooks. They
were miners or catchers who were working for their colder time of year’s keep. They cut the
wood, taken care of the flames, stripped potatoes and looked out for tables.Just as we were
attempting to heat up and dry out, the cook shouted “Chow’s on! Come and get it or I’ll toss it
out!” He was a fat, convivial man with a tall cook’s cap positioned on one side of his baldish
head. We plunked down to a fine dinner, and we could genuinely do it equity later our day’s
experience. The expense added up to $1.50.Seated in the warm up area once more, Wagner



inquired as to whether we had seen anything of our mining team in Seattle. Albeit exceptionally
happy to see us, he appeared to be more stressed over the fundamental team. They were
getting some large equipment just as Caterpillars and sleds for taking care of it. This hardware—
excessively weighty for the plane—would need to be“Catted” across the stream before the ice
defrosted and“went out.” Without it, the mine couldn’t operate.Several of the more fruitful mining
administrators had their own lodges here at Cantwell, where they got a kick out of the chance to
winter. They descended and lounged around with the bundle at the roadhouse that evening.
They got a kick out of the chance to converse with anybody straight from the Outside. We were
totally in a man’s reality up here in the profound snows of Broad Pass. Strangely, not a solitary
lady aide showed up, and spouses were totally absent. Finally, Carlson declared that he had a
lodge for us. He realized we would have been trying sincerely and would require better quarters.
Appropriately, he drove us to a little log structure along the line of structures confronting the
tracks. In it were two clean beds, a table and a stove.Dog-tired, we transformed in immediately
and before long fell into a tranquil rest. We had reached our destination.
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